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A model based on the potassium current pathway through the hair cell is used to analyze the
electrical behavior of mammalian inner and outer hair cells. Without taking into account the effects
of calcium it is possible to simulate experimental results concerning the shape and strength of the
receptor potential and the frequency dependent ac~alternating current! and dc ~direct current!
components of the receptor current. This model and a simplified form of it are utilized to explain:
~1! Transduction latencies: that the receptor potential follows a stimulating signal with a very short
delay, under the assumption of a constant number of open K1 channels in the lateral part of the cell
membrane.~2! Transduction gains: why higher potential changes are measured in inner hair cells
than in outer hair cells, although the outer hair cells are expected to be exposed to higher
stereociliary motions: in inner hair cells a decrease in the conductance of the basolateral membrane
causes higher gain~receptor potential increases! and together with an increase of membrane
capacitance slower reaction~a larger time constant!. ~3! Transduction channel kinetics: that the
shortest~0.1 ms! as well as the longest~20 ms! possible open times of the transduction channels in
the stereocilia have different frequency related effects on the shape of the receptor potentials.
© 1998 Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~98!03503-6#

PACS numbers: 43.64.Ld, 43.64.Bt, 43.64.Nf@RDF#
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INTRODUCTION

In vertebrates, hair cells are found in all peripheral str
tures used in hearing and balance. They play the key rol
the mechano-electrical transduction mechanism. Inner
cells~IHC! and outer hair cells~OHC! are found in the mam-
malian cochlea. Figure 1 schematically illustrates a typi
inner hair cell. The apical part of the cell including the ha
~stereocilia! enters the endolymphatic fluid, which is chara
terized by its high electrical potential and its high K1 con-
centration. The stereocilia of one hair cell are connec
through tip links and lateral links. The transmembrane vo
age of270 mV for OHC and240 mV for IHC is mainly
caused by the K1 concentration gradient between cell bo
and cortilymph. Current influx that changes the receptor
tential occurs mainly through the transduction channels
the stereocilia: stereociliary displacement to the lateral s
of the cochlea causes an increase of transduction cha
open probability and hence depolarization of the recep
potential, whereas stereociliary displacement to the me
side results in a decrease of the transduction channel o
probability and hence hyperpolarization. The transduct
channel is cation selective and although Ca11 ions are im-
portant in regulating the opening mechanism of the transd
tion channels our electric model considers the main cur
component, carried by K1 ions entering the cell.

The relation between hair deflection and receptor pot
tial change is asymmetric and saturates~Hudspeth and Co-
rey, 1977; Markinet al., 1993!. Small variations of the re-
ceptor potential~about 0.1 mV! cause a release of at lea
one quantum of neurotransmitter which may cause spikin
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the most sensitive fibers of the auditory nerve~Hudspeth,
1989!. In this respect the effectiveness of synaptic transm
sion from the hair cell to the auditory nerve fiber is extrao
dinary compared to common synaptic transmission, e
Katz and Miledi ~1967! report that there is a threshold fo
neurotransmitter release at about 45 mV depolarization in
presynaptic terminal of the squid stellate ganglion.

Several hypotheses are concerned with the open
mechanism of the transduction channels in the stereoc
The most prominent is the gating-spring theory from Hu
speth which proposes that the tip links which connect nei
boring stereocilia are elastic elements, called gating sprin
that directly open the transduction channels~Pickleset al.,
1984!. Even the assumption that the gating springs are lo
ized in the horizontal links would not influence the functio
ality of the transduction mechanism~Gitter, 1994, 1996!. Be-
cause of the lack of experimental data, our model does
suggest a detailed transduction mechanism process.

Mammalian hair cells are very sensitive and because
their short latency in generating the receptor potential a s
ond messenger system is highly unlikely to be involved.
the present paper we show that a model of the hair cell
just takes into account its electrical properties yields res
comparable to those from experiments.

I. ELECTRICAL MODEL OF A HAIR CELL

The main task of hair cells in sensory systems is
detect forces which deflect their stereocilia. Differences
the hair cells of the cochlea and of the vestibular organ
pear in ion concentrations, in geometries and membr
1558(3)/1558/8/$10.00 © 1998 Acoustical Society of America
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properties. Even in the same cochlea there are remark
differences between receptor potentials from inner hair c
and outer hair cells~comp. inset of Fig. 3!. Konishi and Salt
~1983! measured the K1 activities in the mammalian cochle
at @K1] endolymph5 113.8 mM,@K1] cortilymph 5 1.98 mM and
@K1] hair cell 5 64.8 mM. In our model we used data fro
Zenner~1994! as shown in Fig. 1~see also Maet al., 1996!.
In the cochlea, the electrical potential of endolymph a
cortilymph are 84.7 mV~Konishi and Salt, 1983! and 0 mV
~Dallos et al., 1982!, respectively. According to Russell an
Sellick ~1978! and Cody and Russell~1987!, the resting po-
tential of cochlear IHC is about240 mV. The resting poten
tial of OHC is about270 mV ~Dallos et al., 1982!.

Our equivalent electric circuit model of a hair cell co
sists of three different compartments~Fig. 2!. The part of the
cell body which is surrounded by cortilymph forms compa
ment III. U III represents the voltage in the center of th
compartment, i.e.,U III equals the receptor potential. S
when no stimulus is appliedU III equals the resting potentia
The transition between the cell body and the stereocilia
modeled by compartment II, a spherical part with cen
voltageU II , whose membrane is surrounded by endolym
like compartment I, the stereocilia. The current flux throu
the transduction channels into the stereocilia is modeled
dividually by subcompartments containing switches, wh
simulate the opening/closing kinetics of the transduct
channels. The single channel transduction current is ca

FIG. 1. Scheme of a mammalian cochlear inner hair cell. Experime
results indicate that there are only one or two transduction channels clo
the tip of each stereocilium. K1 influx through open transduction channe
causes depolarization inside the hair cell, repolarization occurs then bec
of K1 outflux through the lateral cell body membrane.
1559 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 3, March 1998
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lated using the cortilymph-cytoplasm potential differenc
with constant single channel conductance resulting in 10 a
12 pA for IHC and OHC, respectively. However, our mode
does not suggest a detailed mechanism for the transduct
process since further experimental evidence on the molecu
movement associated with transduction is necessary, and
single channel transduction current in our model was a
sumed to be constant~according to Crawfordet al., 1991, the
fluctuations in receptor potential do not significantly influ
ence the total charge movement while the transduction cha
nels are open!. The open probability of transduction channel
depends in a non-linear way on the deflection of the stere
cilia; we used the data from Markinet al. ~1993! for model-
ing. U I represents the voltage in the center of each of th
stereocilia. On IHC the stereocilia are arranged in three pa
allel rows, on OHC the three rows of stereocilia are parall
and additionally arranged in W shape. Zetes~1995! reports
in IHC stereocilia lengths of 2.02461.411mm, and in OHC
of 2.07061.184mm. In our model we have investigated the
influence of stereocilia lengths on the receptor potenti
changes. We have averaged the stereocilia lengths repo
in Zetes~1995!, such that the stereocilia bundle is compose
of three rows of stereocilia of increasing heights, with equ
heights in each row and we have also calculated the influen
of uniform stereocilia lengths across the hair bundle.

Each compartment consists of capacity, resistance a

al
to

use

FIG. 2. Equivalent electric circuit diagram of the hair cell’s three mai
regions in our model. Each of the compartments is represented by its m
inside potentialU, membrane conductanceG, membrane capacitanceC,
Nernst potentialE and cytoplasm resistanceR. The K1 influx through the
j th stereociliary transduction channel is represented by the stimulating c
rent I stj . GK represents the conductance of a K1 channel in the basolateral
cell membrane.U0 andU4, the potentials in the endolymph and cortilymph
are constant, whereas the potentials in the different hair cell regions,U I , U II

and the receptor potentialU III , depend upon stereociliary movement. Note
that the values ofGI andCI depend on the individual stereocilia lengths.
1559Rattay et al.: Auditory hair cell circuit model
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TABLE I. Parameters used for modeling cochlear hair cells.

Parameter IHC OHC

number of stereocilia~human, Zenner, 1994! n560 n5100
average length of stereocilia~guinea pig, Zetes, 1995; l I52 mm l I52 mm
humans: Zenner, 1994!
average diameter of stereocilia~guinea pig, Zetes, 1995; dI50.2 mm dI50.2 mm
Zenner, 1994!
length of cell body~Zenner, 1994! l III 520 mm l III 550 mm
diameter of cell body~guinea pig, Preyeret al., 1994! dIII 58 mm dIII 510 mm
cell body area involved~calculated! aIII 5552 mm2 aIII 51649mm2

open probability of transduction channels at rest 0.15 0.15
~bullfrog, Hudspeth, 1989!
single transduction channel current~guinea pig, I tc510 pA I tc512 pA
lateral OHC K1 channel, Gitteret al., 1992!
input resistance of transduction channel Rin50 V Rin50 V
cytoplasm resistance~Rattay, 1990! r i5100 V cm r i5100 V cm
membrane resistance~Rattay, 1990! rm55 kV cm2 rm55 kV cm2

membrane capacitance~Rattay, 1990; see text! c52 mF/cm2 c51 mF/cm2

cortilymph potential~Zenner, 1994! U450 V U450 V
endolymph potential~Zenner, 1994! U0585 mV U0585 mV
Nernst potential endolymph-cytoplasm~calculated! EI5EII54 mV EI5EII54 mV
Nernst potential cytoplasm-cortilymph~calculated! EIII 543 mV EIII 571 mV
number of K1 channels in the lateral cell membrane Kch5260 Kch5900
~always open; fitted!
conductance of a lateral K1 channel~guinea pig, GK5200 pS GK5200 pS
Gitter et al., 1992!
cytoplasm resting potential~Russell and Sellick, 1978 239.7 mV 269.9 mV
and Cody and Russell, 1987; Dalloset al., 1982!
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battery to model the various currents through the membra
Battery potentials were calculated using data of Zen
~1994!. The compartments are connected by resistan
which represent the electrical properties of the cytopla
The currents from the open transduction channels combin
a current which flows through compartment II. This curre
then leads to a receptor potential change in compartmen
and leaves the receptor cell through K1 channels in the ba
solateral membrane. In the resting state, e.g. when the
reocilia are not deflected, about 15% of the transduct
channels are open~Hudspeth, 1989!.

There are few data available on the kinetics of transd
tion channels. Crawfordet al. ~1991! report for a 150-nm
displacement of the stereocilia a mean open time of 1.1
and a distribution that could be well fitted by a single exp
nential. Because of this we modeled the open/close kine
by a Markovian process without memory. The shortest p
sible transduction channel open time was assumed to be
ms, the longest 20 ms, as reported for K1 channels in the
lateral cell body membrane of guinea pig outer hair ce
~Zenner, 1994!.

This model can be used for all kinds of hair cells. P
rameters for typical mammalian IHC and OHC which w
have used for our calculations are given in Table I. We u
an average number of 60 stereocilia for IHC and 100
OHC, respectively. Note that this does not generally hold
mammalian cochleas, e.g., in the apex of the guinea pig
chlea OHC in the second and third rows frequently have
than three rows of stereocilia. IHC cell body lengths sh
small variations within a single cochlea, OHC cell bo
lengths, however, vary, at the apex of the cochlea they ca
three times as long as they are at the base~Spoendlin, 1970!.
oc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 3, March 1998
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We modeled IHC with a length of 20mm and OHC with an
average length of 50mm, according to Zenner~1994!.

Our results show that for the prediction of the recep
potential in compartment III, the compartments I and II c
be omitted because the leakage through the membrane
these two compartments is very small.

II. RESULTS

There are differences in the time constants and am
tudes of receptor potential reactions of inner and outer h
cells to a stimulus of 1 ms duration, which is strong enou
to open all of the transduction channels~Fig. 3!. Here we
assume that 15% of the transduction channels are alw
open, and the rest switches from closed to open state w
the stimulus pulse is applied. The main differences betw
IHC and OHC in physiological parameters are~see also
Table I!: Compared to an OHC an IHC has fewer stereoc
with a larger variance in lengths, a smaller cell body,
higher membrane capacitancy, and fewer K1 channels be-
cause of the smaller basolateral membrane area invo
~leading to a smaller resting potential!. In our view OHC are
also expected to be exposed to higher stereociliary mot
because of their localization close to the mainly moving pa
of the basilar membrane. The inset of Fig. 3 shows the re
ing experimental data from Dallos~1983!.

A. Transduction latencies

Modeling an OHC without any open lateral K1 channels
results in a time constant of the receptor potential chang
5 ms, because only current outflux via the membrane
possible in this situation. The IHC capacitance is mode
1560Rattay et al.: Auditory hair cell circuit model
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with the OHC value doubled. This has several reasons:
pacitance decreases when the distance between the cha
particles increases, and as 70% of the OHC surface are
ered with large particles of putative motor proteins~Forge,
1991! a smaller capacitance for OHC is justified. Gitter an
Zenner~1990! report that IHC membrane of guinea pigs a
pear to be softer and less rigid than those of OHC. T
makes a higher capacitance for IHC reasonable. Furth
more, a variation in membrane capacitance also occurs
generally accepted models for the membranes of the node
myelinated nerve fibers: Sweeneyet al. ~1987! takes for the
rabbit 2.5mF cm22 as membrane capacitance and Franke
haeuser and Huxley~1964! assume for the frog 1mF cm22.
These values are necessary for the proper shape of the a
potentials.

The OHC is modeled with 900 open K1 channels with a
single channel conductance of 200 pS leading to a time c
stantRm III•CIII 50.1 ms@Dallos ~1984! reports a time con-
stant of 0.127 ms#. For the IHC just 260 of those K1 chan-
nels were assumed because of the smaller cell body a
involved, this gives a time constant of 0.255 ms. Russell a
Sellick ~1983! report IHC time constants from 0.19 to 0.8
ms with a mean of 0.387 ms.

B. Transduction gains

The OHC is of remarkable sensitivity: In our model,
1 ms stimulus of 12 pA~one additional open transductio
channel during this time! leads to a change in recepto
potential of 0.065 mV. The maximum possible range
receptor potential change is 6.6 mV. Preyeret al. ~1994!
report 5 mV.

FIG. 3. Simulated receptor potentials of an inner and an outer hair cell.
voltages in the stereocilia,U I short , U I average and U I long , increase with
lengths~OHC stereocilia lengths: 2.07061.184mm, IHC stereocilia lengths:
2.02461.411mm!. These voltages are slightly higher thanU II because of
the leakage through the stereocilia and compartment II. The receptor po
tial U III is the smallest because of additional leakage through the cell b
membrane. In the resting state 15% of the transduction channels are o
after 0.2 ms all transduction channels open for 1 ms. Note the follow
basic differences between IHC and OHC:~1! the higher gain of the IHC
transduction mechanism;~2! the larger time constant of an IHC does no
allow for saturation of the receptor potential within 1 ms;~3! different
resting potentials, IHC:240.9 mV and OHC:270.4 mV. Inset~from Dal-
los, 1983!: Receptor potentials from one inner hair cell and one outer h
cell measured in the same cochlea at a stimulation frequency of 1 kHz
dB SPL. Both cells follow the stimulus simultaneously.
1561 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 3, March 1998
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The simulation demonstrates the higher gain to equi
lent stimuli of an IHC compared to an OHC: A 1 ms stimu-
lus of 10 pA ~one additional open transduction channel d
ing this time! leads to a receptor potential change of 0.
mV. A receptor potential change of 0.1 mV is assumed
lead to neurotransmitter release and thereby to an action
tential in the auditory nerve fiber~Hudspeth, 1989!. In the
case of IHC the maximum possible range of receptor pot
tial change is 11.1 mV. This is also in accordance with e
perimental results~compare the inset of Fig. 3!.

We have investigated the electrical influence of differe
stereociliary lengths on the receptor potential in order to j
tify a possible simplification of the model. Decreasing a
plitudes of the voltages occur in the three rows of the ster
cilia (U Ii) in the small transition compartment (U II), and in
the cell body (U III ) ~Fig. 3!. Since onlyU III , the voltage
changes at the bottom of the cell, triggers neurotransm
release, we propose the following reduction: The calcu
tions of U I andU II can be omitted, the transduction curre
and some additional current, that always flows into the h
cell because of membrane leakage in the apical part~about
50 pA! are assumed to flow directly into compartment
~reduced model!.

C. Transduction channel kinetics

The computer simulation allows the investigation of t
influence of constant open times for all transduction ch
nels. According to experimental results, the open times
assumed to range between 0.1 and 20 ms. Various o
times at different stimulation frequencies lead to quite diff
ent results~Fig. 4!. In all examples the sinusoidal stimulus
equivalent to a 20 nm amplitude, this means a 20 nm defl
tion of the stereocilia. For such small amplitudes the op
probability of the transduction channels is a linear functi
of stereociliary deflection~Markin et al., 1993!. As we will
see below, for larger displacement this function becom
asymmetric and saturating.

For this simulation each sinusoidal stimulus period
segmented in its four quadrants. The transduction chan
are assumed to be stretch sensitive and therefore their o
ing depends not only on the deflection but also on the dir
tion of the movement of the stereocilia: Only in the fir
quadrant of the stimulating signal~stereociliary motion to the
lateral side! transduction channels open—and one additio
channel opens for every signal step of 1 nm. The transd
tion channels hold their open status for a given time@0.1 ms
in Fig. 4~a!, 1 ms in~b! and 18 ms in~c!#. During the second
quadrant of the stimulating signal, when the stereocilia mo
back to the initial position, the stretch on the channels
reduced again and therefore no additional channels open
the third quadrant the stereocilia are deflected from the in
position to the medial side, some of the transduction ch
nels that were open in the initial resting state are forced
close, for every signal step of21 nm one channel closes
Note that in this modeling situation 20 channels are open
the initial resting state. We investigated the receptor poten
reaction to a 100 Hz signal for three different transduct
channel open times: 0.1, 1, and 18 ms~Fig. 4!. Special ef-
fects occur when the open time of the transduction chan
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1562Rattay et al.: Auditory hair cell circuit model
FIG. 4. Transduction channel current~TCC! and receptor potential as
function of transduction channel open time.~a! and~b! show one period,~c!
shows four periods of the stimulating sinusoidal 100 Hz signal~displace-
ment of the stereocilia! and the transduction channel current influx whi
rises and falls in steps of 12 pA corresponding to the single channel cur
In ~a! the channel open time is 0.1 ms, this is in the range of the OHC t
constantRm III•CIII . Note that UIII accumulates more than the transducti
channel current influx, but it does not reach a 0.1 mV change when
channels are open. In~b! the channel open time is 1 ms. Because of t
membrane capacitance the curve forU III is smoother than the steplike trans
duction channel current curve. Note the different voltage scale compare
~a! and thatU III exceeds a change of 0.1 mV. In~c! the channel open time
is 18 ms and as a consequenceU III becomes periodical not before 18 m
The steplike curve is the transduction channel current, because of the
time constant of 0.1 ms the receptor potential is nearly in phase with T
but smoother. Calculations with OHC parameters of Table I, reduced mo

1562 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 3, March 1998
is long compared to stimulus period. Figure 4~c! demon-
strates this effect for a transduction channel open time of
ms and stimulus period of 10 ms. During the first cycle of t
stimulus, rectification of TCC and the receptor potentialU III

occur: The transduction channel open time is 18 ms. Ho
ever, during the third quadrant of the stimulating sign
other channels are forced to close. Note that compared to~a!
and ~b! no hyperpolarization ofU III occurs during the first
period of the stimulus. In the second period of the stimul
ing signal hyperpolarization takes place, because the ch
nels that opened during the starting phase of the stimu
close again.

For higher frequencies the transduction channel curre
accumulate even for shortest open times~Fig. 5!. Our results
show that in the region where low frequencies are detec
longer transduction channel open times increase the am
tude of the receptor potential, whereas in high-frequency
gions short transduction channel open times are of advan
because they enable hyperpolarization within a few peri
of the stimulating signal.

It is known from experiments that receptor potentials
auditory hair cells are asymmetric. Markinet al. ~1993! pub-
lished an asymmetric sigmoidal relation between stereo
ary displacement and the open probability of the transduc
channels. This relation contributed to the results of Fig
and is shown as the inset of Fig. 6~a!. In ~a! and ~c! stimuli
with an amplitude of 100 nm are used, in Fig. 6~b! the stimu-
lus amplitude is 20 nm. Stereociliary displacements with
amplitude less than 20 nm are in a region of a linear relat
to the open probability, and thereforeU III in Fig. 6~b! is
symmetrical. Stronger stimuli lead to asymmetry in the
ceptor potential@Fig. 6~a! and~c!#. Stimuli in the kHz range
lead because of the time constant to a steady compone
U III ~caused by the dc component of the receptor curre!

nt.
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to
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FIG. 5. Receptor potential for a 5000-Hz stimulus and a channel open
of 0.1 ms. For clarity in the TCC curve is divided into two parts: th
contribution from the number of transduction channels that are open a
tionally to the 20 channels open at the resting state~upper step-like curve!,
and the contribution from the number of channels that are open at res
closed because of stereociliary movement to the hyperpolarizing side~lower
step-like curve!. The sum of these two curves gives the TCC. Compared
Fig. 4~c! the phase shift ofU III is larger relative to the stimulating signa
~OHC time constant 0.1 ms!, because of its higher frequency. Calculatio
with OHC parameters of Table I, reduced model.
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which increases with frequency. The steady componen
Fig. 6~d! is in the range of 1 mV, which is in accordanc
with experimental results from Dallos~1983! ~comp. inset of
Fig. 3!. However, in auditory hair cells a high variance
found regarding the sensitivity and the strengths of the al
nating and steady components~Mountain, 1989; Russell and
Sellick, 1983; Palmer and Russell, 1986; Preyeret al., 1994!.

III. DISCUSSION

Taking only into account the pathway of K1 ions
through the cell and the capacitative currents results i
model that is able to represent basic properties of rece
potential changes in mammalian inner and outer hair ce
The results of our simulations are in accordance with m
sured receptor potentials and membrane currents, comp
inset of Fig. 3~from Dallos, 1983! that shows one of the rare
measurements of receptor potentials for IHC and OHC fr
the same organ of Corti and demonstrates the higher gai
IHC. Furthermore, the asymmetric shape of the receptor
tential caused by a sinusoidal stimulus@depolarizing portion
is essentially larger than the hyperpolarizing one in Fig. 6~a!
and ~c!# was reported among others by Kroset al. ~1993!.
The steady components in the receptor potential which

FIG. 6. Receptor potential reactions to different stimulating frequenc
Figure 6~a! shows the asymmetric receptor potential following a 200-H
stimulus with 100-nm amplitude. The inset shows the relation between
reociliary displacement and open probability of a transduction channel
cording to Markinet al. ~1993!. Figure 6~b! and ~c! shows the changes in
U III caused by 1000-Hz stimuli with amplitudes of 20 and 100 nm, resp
tively. In ~b! U III is symmetric as a consequence of the low amplitu
stimulus~amplitude, 20 nm!, but when in~c! the high amplitude stimulus
is applied, the displacement-open probability relation is not linear any m
for the sinusoidal stimulus and therefore the depolarization is stronger
the hyperpolarization. In Fig. 6~d! U III consists of alternating and stead
components because of the high frequency stimulation: 20 kHz with 100
amplitude. Calculations with OHC parameters of Table I, reduced mo
~a!–~d! are in the same scale regarding displacement and voltage.
1563 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 3, March 1998
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pear at higher frequency stimulation, e.g. in Fig. 6~d!, are
also well known from experiments~Palmer and Russell
1986!.

Because we do not model adaptation our results refl
the behavior of hair cells with the highest sensitivity. T
large dynamic range of the auditory system of 1:106 can be
explained by at least three facts:~1! for strong stimuli adap-
tation takes place in the hair cell;~2! the synapses of the
auditory nerve fibers connecting to a single hair cell ha
different sensitivity; and~3! different sensitivity between
neighboring hair cells.

A comparison of our results with former models show
that:

~1! Some of the former investigations did not account for t
capacitance of the cell membrane because the ana
was limited to low frequencies~e.g., Mountain, 1989!.
Our model holds for all frequencies, calculates approp
ate time constants for IHC and OHC and enables inv
tigation of their influence on the receptor potent
changes regarding different transduction channel o
times and stereocilia lengths~Figs. 3, 4 and 5!.

~2! Some authors use RC networks for analyzing parts of
cortical organ, but they mainly concentrate on other fe
tures than potential changes within the hair cell~e.g.,
Mountain and Hubbard, 1994; Dallos and Evans, 199!.

~3! A model of the receptor potential of hair cells utilizing
simple model circuit and ideas of stretch activated ch
nels shows interesting results yet it is focused on h
cells of the lateral line organ of mudpuppy~Bell and
Holmes, 1986!.

Our simple electric circuit model of the mammalian a
ditory hair cell can be utilized to explain the following im
portant basic features:

~1! Transduction latencies: The receptor potential follows
stimulating signal with a very short delay, i.e., with tim
constants of 0.1 and 0.255 ms for OHC and IHC, resp
tively ~see Figs. 3, 5, and 6!. Thus, OHC react faster
The larger IHC time constant results from an IHC me
brane capacitance which is the OHC value doubled; r
sons for this assumptions have been given in Sec.
Note that these time constants (t5RC! do not depend on
the surface area since C is proportional and R is inve
proportional to the basolateral membrane area involv
The difference between IHC and OHC is, therefore, n
affected by the variation in length of the OHC.

~2! Transduction gains: IHC show higher receptor poten
changes to the same stimulus than OHC. This is cau
by different electrical properties of both kinds of ha
cells: In IHC, which are generally smaller compared
OHC of the same region, the decrease in conductanc
the basolateral membrane causes higher gain.

~3! Transduction channel kinetics: In a single living hair c
the transduction channels in the stereocilia show a m
ture of open times ranging from 0.1 to 20 ms. The co
puter simulation allows exploration of the influence
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possible channel open time distributions on the recep
potential changes. Furthermore, constant channel o
times are used in order to analyze the significance of
wide range of channel open times. We have dem
strated that longer transduction channel open times ca
higher gain whereas the shorter open times are of ad
tage for the encoding of high frequency stimuli.

In Sec. II C we used the displacement dependent o
probability of the transduction channels to show the effe
of different but constant open times on the receptor poten
at various frequencies. A refinement of our model sho
investigate stochastic distributions in the transduction ch
nel open times for the different stereocilia within one h
cell and show their effects on the receptor potential and
ability of the brain to detect the auditory signal. In th
model it will be of importance to consider the fact that OH
length changes are associated with a charge movem
within the cell membrane, as this charge movement ma
fests itself as a nonlinear membrane capacitance that con
utes up to 40% of the cell’s total capacitance~Santos-Sacchi
1991!.

A refinement of the model should also include the vo
age dependence of the potassium channels in the basola
cell body membrane~Gitter et al., 1986; Gitteret al., 1992!
and the role of calcium which performs various local tas
~Jaramillo, 1995!. For example, at the basal end of the h
cell depolarization-induced locally increased Ca11 triggers
neurotransmitter release from microdomains, called ac
zones or ‘‘hot spots’’~Tucker and Fettiplace, 1995!.

Some interesting models deal with the macro- and
cromechanical behavior of the cochlea and reproduce exp
mental phenomena~e.g., Furnesset al., 1997!. Our model,
which is concentrated on the electrical properties of h
cells, adequately reproduces the receptor potential cha
and so is a suitable component in a multicellular model
peripheral auditory coding~Gebeshuberet al., 1998!.

APPENDIX: MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION OF THE
MODEL

The set of equations for the voltages in the hair c
~potential earth: cortilymph potential! is the following:

UoIi5E I tc2I oi2~UoIi1EI2U0!•GIi

CIi
dt, ~A1!

UvIi5E I st2I v i2~UvIi1EI2U0!•GIi

CIi
dt, ~A2!

UcIi5E 2I ci2~UcIi1EI2U0!•GIi

CIi
dt, ~A3!

U II5E I 122I 232~U II1EII !•GII

CII
dt, ~A4!

U III 5E I 232~U III 1EIII !•~GIII 1Kch•GK!

CIII
dt, ~A5!

whereUoIi , UvIi andUcIi are the voltages in the middle o
stereocilia with open transduction channels, with transd
tion channels changing their state from open to closed~or
1564 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 103, No. 3, March 1998
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vice versa! and with transduction channels that are closed
the time, respectively; the indexi ( i 51,2,3) represents
short, average and long stereocilia.U II andU III are the volt-
ages in the middle of compartment II and the cell bod
respectively. The value of the single channel currentI tc and
other parameters taken from the literature and used for m
eling are listed in Table I.I oi , I v i and I ci represent the cur-
rents in the stereocilia, definition of the indices same
above,I 12 is the current from the stereocilia into compa
ment II andI 23 is the current from compartment II into th
cell body.I st denotes the stimulating transduction current
a single stereocilium, i.e. when the transduction channe
open,I st equalsI tc , otherwise 0 pA. For the calculation o
the maximum receptor potential changes,I st is modeled as a
current pulse with strengthI tc and all transduction channel
are open~Fig. 3! or closed. The transduction channel op
probabilities are a nonlinear and saturating function of
deflection of the stereocilia@inset Fig. 6~a!# and determine
the time course ofI st for each stereocilium~Figs. 4, 5, and 6;
the sum of the currentsI st through all stereocilia gives the
whole cell transduction channel current TCC!.

The membrane conductivities and capacities in E
~A1!–~A5! are

CIi5aIi•c, GIi5aIi•gm, with aIi5dI•p• l Ii1dI
2
•

p

4
,

~A6!

CII5aII•c, GII5aII•gm, with aII5dII
2
•

p

4
2n•dI

2 p

4
,

~A7!

CIII 5aIII•c, GIII 5aIII•gm,

with aIII 5dIII•p• l III 1dIII
2

•

p

4
, ~A8!

wherea denotes area,d diameter andl length:dI50.2 mm,
dII5dIII 510 mm, l I150.886mm ~short!, l I252.07mm ~aver-
age!, l I353.254mm ~long!, l II51 mm, l III 550 mm.

The currents in the hair cell are calculated as follows

I oi5
UoIi2U II

RIi

2
1

RII

2

, I v i5
UvIi2U II

RIi

2
1

RII

2

, I ci5
UcIi2U II

RIi

2
1

RII

2

,

~A9!

I I2 i5I oi•moi1I v i•maoi1I ci•~ni2moi2maoi!, ~A10!

I I25I I211I I221I I23 , I 235
U22U3

R2/21R3/2
. ~A11!

The cytoplasm resistances in Eq.~A9! are

RIi5
r i• l Ii

0.25p•d1
2 , RII5

r i• l II

0.25p•dII
2 , RIII 5

r i• l III

0.25p•dIII
2 ,

mo is the number of open transduction channels,mao is the
number of transduction channels additionally open to
15% open at rest@mao ranges from215 ~i.e., all TC closed!
to 185 ~i.e., all TC open! for OHC, and from29 to 151 for
IHC# andni denotes the number of stereocilia in each ro
1564Rattay et al.: Auditory hair cell circuit model
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